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 Promise of the Greenway Trail  

Travis Greenwood  
 With new vigor, and the means to finally get it done, the 

people of Colfax are once again seeking to develop a Greenway Trail 

through the heart of their city.  

 One of the most universally beloved types of civic projects, a 

Greenway Trail is a walking and biking path that is developed on an 

uncultivated or little used strip of one’s city so it that it traverses 

through the urban environment, but is separated from that 

environment’s normal traffic and sidewalks by serendipitously-

occurring fields, buildings, hills, and greenery: thus creating a quiet, 

carless haven by which pedestrians can travel their own city.  

 Most likely, you are already familiar with the Pullman 

Greenway Trail: the scenic walking path that runs along Grand 

Avenue and the old railroad tracks, beginning just before the bridge 

onto Terre View, and then winding down along the protected 

marshlands, through the valley below the road, and coming up 

again to cross Stadium Way at the Jack-in-the-Box before leading you into the shaded, quiet path hidden 

behind the major buildings of Grand, finally terminating at the Pullman Depot and the edge of downtown. 

 As a Pullmanite, I can hardly communicate how popular and useful the trail is: how much more livable 

and comfortable the city itself feels when one can always move 

through it in peace and in beauty and in nature—often completely 

alone with the land and with the shade, often passing families riding 

their bikes together, or parents pushing their strollers along at ease, 

or just one’s neighbors walking home, perhaps resting on benches 

beneath the trees. 

 Probably, you are 

also already familiar with 

the fact that in Colfax, 

the main way to travel 

one’s city is to walk along 

a literal highway.  

 Though it is a 

small town in every  

Disused tracks along river, before running into Lake Street. 

Sections of the Pullman Greenway Trail. 



meaning of the word—built as a mill-town, long before 

the modern highway system—Colfax is profoundly 

congested and trafficked, serving as the main 

thoroughfare between the two major college towns to 

its east and the two giant city centers to its north and 

west, meaning it sees what often feels like about half the 

students and commuters in the state. Though the little 

town has done its absolute best to mitigate the 

problems of having a major highway run the heart of it—

and indeed, has a reputation for fiercely enforcing its 25 

mph speed limit within the city—there is ultimately no 

remedy to having thousands upon thousands of cars 

driving through one’s main street on a daily basis. This 

will inalterably make one’s city louder, harder to 

navigate, and more dangerous: indeed, a common and 

understandable complaint among residents is that 

people with children, kids riding their bikes, and people 

with mobility issues often have no choice but to travel 

along and cross a highway just to move about their own town. 

 By immense contrast, the Colfax Greenway Trail will enable citizens to meaningfully travel across the 

city not through its noise and lights and car, but instead through some of its most lush and quiet areas: 

  Beginning at the Ace Hardware on Cooper street, the path will run 

perpendicular with the highway, but one block over from it and across the 

river, along whose western bank it will cling. It will terminate at Cushing 

Eells park, near the Perkins House and the train junction. Currently, this 

section of the city is occupied by a length of disused railway tracks that lie 

broken, rusted, and overgrown to point that some parts are actually 

inaccessible by foot. These tracks, and thus the eventual trail, then run along 

Lake street: an untrafficked, narrow little 

road hardly big enough for two cars to 

pass, and home to a number of small 

houses, one apartment complex, a realty 

office, the Peace Lutheran church, and that 

church’s delightful community garden. If 

the project moves forward, the tracks 

themselves will be torn up, the pathway 

paved, and the scenery adorned with new 

grass, trees, and a variety of beautiful 

plants and flowers. 

 As my dog and I walked the tracks  

Broken tracks and greenery. 

Colfax from above. Future trail drawn in red. 



ourselves this summer, we already found the more 

wild parts swaddled with healthy greenery and 

shade, and nearly infested with snapdragons. The 

stretch along Lake street is less lush—treed, but its 

grass mostly sun-dried and dying. With some care, 

though, it can easily be as beautiful.  

 I spoke to as many people as I could on Lake 

street about the project. As small as it is, I was able 

to knock on every door and got to meet and deliver 

pamphlets to about half the residents there. As you 

can imagine, attitudes toward the proposal are 

overwhelmingly positive. Residents spoke with 

excitement at the prospect of replacing the broken, 

rusted tracks with a shaded walkway where they 

might better enjoy their neighborhood and their city. 

Few were neutral on the subject, and only one that I 

met said she did not look forward to the many 

pedestrians. 

 These results corroborate the findings of a 

recent community survey published by the 

committee spearheading the project, which had 236 

respondents (equal to 12.3% the population of 

Colfax) and found that 91% of respondents are in 

support of the proposed trail, largely citing their 

excitement for the fun, exercise, and beauty the trail will offer. 

 These results bode extremely well. According to 

proponents of the project, the first step to getting it done will 

be to demonstrate a high community approval rating for the 

project, since future grants and legislative acceptance may 

depend on it.  

 This is because, according to advocates, the reason the 

project has failed in the past is because while it is extremely 

popular among anyone who hears about it, and while 

institutional objections are rare or non-existent, the actual 

process getting the project done requires coordination and 

effort from various unrelated authorities who have little 

incentive to put in the work. For instance, it requires consent 

from multiple railroad companies and from the city itself, a 

legal reclassification of the land beneath the tracks by no one 

less than our actual congresspeople, and the acquisition of  Peace Lutheran community garden, wild snapdragons, overgrown tracks. 



that land from whoever currently owns it—a question 

which remains answered, and is currently being 

pursued by the committee overseeing the project. 

 Such a coordination requires real money, time, 

and effort, and without any specific incentive beyond 

it being a nice idea pursued by a small interest-group, 

they simply aren’t going to be inspired to put in the 

resources necessary.  

 With a high community approval rating, 

however, the project looks to these entities not like a 

chore for a niche and anonymous group, but instead a 

relatively simple task that would earn them 

widespread, positive public opinion: exactly the kind 

of thing that might be extremely attractive to 

businesses, politicians, and local government 

agencies. 

 While it is a great task that lies in front of us, 

then, it seems that we have taken an authoritative 

first step. Though twice before this project has been 

tried, and twice before it has failed, that is mostly 

because it did not get enough public attention, and 

this time—having made our voices heard, and having 

gotten the momentum going—we seem poised to 

overcome that very problem. With a little more 

persistent energy, and a few simple actions on all our 

parts, this time, we might just be able to make it over 

that bureaucratic hump.  

 And afterward, somewhere down along the 

path, and through the many turns, we may finally get 

our chance to build this beautiful and enriching space 

for the people and the future of Colfax to move 

through. 

Tracks along Lake, littered with rubble and old rails. 



 The Heritage Capital Project Advisory Panel 

met on August 23, 2022, to make their final 

evaluation of applications for the 2023-25 biennium 

grants from the Washington State Historical Society. 

The Whitman County Historical Society and its 

Pullman Depot Heritage Center restoration project 

placed sixth of twenty-nine applicants approved for 

funding. The panel recommended a grant award of 

$237,000 to be used for ongoing restoration of the 

Northern Pacific Railway Depot in Pullman.  

 This will be the second Heritage Grant WCHS 

has been awarded toward the preservation of the 

depot. Already in progress is work to secure the exterior of the 

building, funded in part by $258,000 from the Heritage Capital 

Projects grant of 2021-23. That award allowed the start of step one 

of an overall five-phased restoration plan, beginning with brick, 

sandstone, and roofing repairs. A premier masonry company, 

Pioneer Waterproofing from Tigard, Oregon, hired after a 

competitive bid process to restore the brick and sandstone, is 

nearly finished with their work. Replacing the roof with its original 

clay tile is scheduled to begin next spring through cooperative 

efforts of the Ludowici Tile Company, New Lexington, Ohio, and 

CMR Roofing in St. Ann, Missouri. 

 The new 2023-25 grant will be directed  toward the second 

step of recapturing the historic 1916 Northern Pacific Railroad 

depot and developing it as a Heritage Center. It includes restoring 

windows and doors, completing remaining roofing work, adding new electrical and HVAC upgrades, and 

rebuilding the restroom core to meet current standards. 

 None of this work would be possible without the hundreds of local donors who have contributed to 

the depot since its start in 2018. For every dollar in state funds, two dollars must be matched by local 

fundraising. 

 The Pullman Depot Heritage Center is also working with members of WSU’s Integrated Design & 

Construction Lab to develop a virtual model of the depot called “The Pullman Depot eXpeRience.” It will 

allow the public to view the historic interior and exterior features of the building via accurate augmented 

reality, virtual reality, and educational points which highlight the craftsmanship of the original building. By 

scanning a QR code to one’s phone, individuals will be able to see the drawings and take themselves on a  

Depot Receives Huge HCP Grant, Embarks on New Augmented Reality Project, 

and Enriches the Community with another Depot Days 
Linda Hackbarth 

Volunteers dressed for Depot Days parade,  
Donna Potts presenting “Lost Ladies of the Library.” 



virtual tour. The videos will be available to view on the depot’s website – www.pullmandepot.org. 

 New WSU Dean Wendy Powers was 

welcomed at the Friday event for the second annual 

Depot Days August 18-20. She was introduced by 

Pullman mayor Glenn Johnson and joined by Cashup 

Davis author Jeff Burnside, who presented her with a 

copy of his newly released book. Dean Powers is the 

first person to occupy the Cashup Davis Family 

Endowed Chair of the College of Agriculture, Human, 

and Natural Resource Sciences. Planned to run in 

conjunction with Pullman’s Lentil Festival, depot 

volunteers set up displays in the passenger car to 

represent the traveling ag exhibits WSU Extension provided to the rural communities in the 1930s.  

 Kathy Meyer presented a slide show on 

Thursday evening about the history of the “Great 

Big Baked Potato” – served for many years on 

Northern Pacific dining cars.  

 Friday evening, the depot honored Bob 

King and Mary Schweitzer. Both gave large 

donations to secure naming rights to sections of 

the building. 

 Saturday events began with the Chamber’s 

Fun Run which started in the depot’s 

parking lot. Later seven PDHC 

volunteers, dressed as railroad 

workers or train travelers, braved the 

heat to carry a depot banner in the 

Lentil Festival Parade. The Lentil train 

parked at the depot following the 

parade, drawing folks to visit the 

freight room and passenger car 

displays. 

Jeff Burnside presenting his book to Dr. Powers. 

Kathy Myer presenting her history of the Great Big Baked Potato. 
Volunteers marching in Depot Days Parade. 



 Around the mid-point of summer—right before the vicious heat wave that tortured the early weeks of 

June—Legacy Contractors completed the final stages of its multi-year project to refurbish, modernize, and 

protect the Perkins House foundation.  

 Over the course of the previous two summers, in 2020 and 2021, Legacy has worked to bring the 

foundation from a state of disrepair and increasing instability—as the southern wall began sinking into the 

earth upon which it sat—to one of renewed strength and greatly improved longevity. They began by jacking 

up and relevelling the house’s sagging first 

floor, and then pouring large concrete pads 

beneath the vertical wooden supports that 

prop that floor up—supports that, before this 

project, were likely stood upon nothing but 

bare earth. That done, Legacy repaired the 

masonry of the house’s perimeter-

foundation—the short wall of red brick that 

holds up its exterior walls—which had been 

crushed and pulled apart in many places as the 

house’s weight slowly fell southward.  

 Footing regained, and legs 

strengthened, then, this summer’s project was 

to protect the newly refurbished foundation from one final major issue threatening its longevity, and one 

which likely contributed to the house losing its balance in the first place: the rapid erosion and increased soil 

mobility on the house’s southern side, caused by its system of rain gutters draining entirely into the garden at 

the southeastern corner.  

 In fall and spring especially—and for as many falls and springs as that gutter system has been in 

place—the soil in that particular area has been saturated and re-saturated with water, producing immense 

and disproportionate erosion in the earth under and around the foundation there, ultimately leading to the 

foundation-wall (and thus the house itself) slowly sinking into the ground on that side, and quietly lifting up 

off of its supports on the opposite, northern, end. After as much as a century and a half of this, the house had 

become problematically off-level, to the point that walls had begun cracking from the uneven support, and 

several door and windows could no longer be opened. 

 Despite the major threat this obviously posed, and despite its having quietly, perniciously worn away 

at the house’s stability through so much unblinking time—unnoticed and unmitigated; free to carry on its 

onslaught of silent decay—the solution to the problem was actually pretty simple: 

 This summer, Legacy connected the end of the gutter drain at the house’s southeastern corner to a 20

-foot length of PVC pipe which they buried beneath the lawn and front pathway. Starting at that corner and 

  Updates and Modernizations at the Perkins House 
Travis Greenwood 

Gutter drain at the southeastern corner. 



travelling east, this pipe now carries away the 

water that would have been dumped directly 

onto the house’s foundation and instead drains 

it into a concrete holding pan near the end of 

the mid-lawn garden on that side, right next to 

the Ken Vogel tree. This holding pan is 

bottomed with gravel, which itself likely covers 

a sheet of moisture-wicking fabric that will help 

to gently, slowly distribute the captured water 

into the soil of the surrounding lawn—a vast, 

and forever-safe distance from the house. In 

construction, this design is referred to as a 

“French Drain.” 

If you hurry, you can still see the scar 

in the Perkins House lawn where a 1-foot by 20-foot section of 

grass was cut away so that Legacy could dig a shallow trench 

beneath it, lay the PVC pipe in that trench, bury the PVC in 

gravel, cover the gravel in dirt, 

and finally replace the grass so 

that it might begin grafting back 

into the lawn. You can also peer 

through the heavy iron grate of 

the holding pan, where you can 

see the mouth of the humble 

PVC pipe that has so greatly 

increased the longevity of our 

beloved House. 

Three years after this 

project began, then, the Perkins 

House foundation is at last 

mended, secure, and is more than ever prepared to withstand the coming centuries. 

Legacy, however, was not quite finished. In a case of astounding serendipity, they and their 

excavating equipment were still on site when an another, urgent 

construction need suddenly emerged:  

Just as Legacy had finished using their modest-sized excavator 

to dig out the trench for the soon-to-be-installed French Drain, the 

sudden intensity of the heat-wave seemed to be proving the very last 

test of strength which could be withstood by the near-ancient 

decorative concrete fence-piece at the southeastern corner of the 

property—a piece which had been slowly deteriorating for years, and  

Trench running under bricks  
and lawn, toward grate. 

Legacy’s 
Excavator. 



which was now heavily leaning to the east, in immediate danger of 

collapsing onto the neighbor’s lawn. Approaching it, one found that it 

had detached completely from the ironwork of the fence, having fallen 

several inches away, and had actually broken off a large chunk of the 

stone-brick wall.  

 At first, this seemed a simple enough problem to solve: their 

excavator luckily still on site, Legacy proposed that they could easily 

dig out around the concrete piece, jack it up from beneath, pour a 

new concrete pad underneath it to prevent it leaning again, and then 

simply rebury it with no aesthetic changes to its original look.  

 This would have been a quick, efficient project, taking no more 

than a day or two and costing no more than an additional $3,000, 

given the convenience of their team and equipment being already on-

sight and prepared to work. In actual fact, even that additional cost 

probably would not add anything on top of Legacy’s initial $80,000 bid, as some small aspects of the 

foundation repair and drainage installation had been cancelled anyway. 

 As is always the case in construction, 

though, there was a hiccup. Upon completing 

the initial excavation, Legacy discovered that the 

long-buried concrete base of the piece was 

badly worn and broken by its silent decades 

beneath the earth. In one place, what was 

apparently only a thin gilding of concrete had 

peeled away from the crumbling brickwork 

beneath that seemed to make up the majority of 

the piece’s mass. At this point of deterioration, 

Legacy surmised, the process of jacking up and 

relevelling the piece might actually just destroy 

it, and the underground base of the piece had to 

be replaced completely.  

 While this added some time and frustration, it was an easy enough adaptation to make and, quite 

thankfully, the actual top-part of the piece that is its main aesthetic feature was in fine condition, and would 

be able to be re-installed: ancient moss and beautiful worn concrete still in-tact. So, with a little more effort, 

but without heartbreak, it still proved a pretty simple, efficient task to remove the piece, level the ground, 

set in the new base, place the original top-part on that new base, and rebury it with the excavated soil. As 

the grass grows back, and as any new concrete is beautifully worn by our wet northwestern climate, the 

original look of the fence should be quite beautifully preserved. 

 And thus it is that after three years of service, Legacy finished the last of its projects to majorly 

refurbish, modernize, and protect the historic beauty of the Perkins House. 

Falling fence piece, broken wall. 

Concrete base, broken and peeling. 



 Finally—and in addition to these more bodily updates—the House also saw an important 

modernization of its internet capabilities: a (for obvious reasons) underground high-speed internet cable was 

run to the house, finally replacing an ancient and unreliable broadband set up which had for several years 

now proven entirely insufficient to support a facility that serves not only as the headquarters of a historical 

society in the age of Zoom meetings, but which also hopes to be attractive events-venue and office space in 

the modern day. 

 Rentals of the property for private events has for a long time been (and certainly can for a long time 

yet be) a major source of income for the House. In 

recent years, however, Perkins House has had several 

reservations for weddings and other private events 

cancelled because it could not provide sufficient 

internet—Zoom access, again, being a major deal-

breaker for most modern families. Speaking from 

personal experience, my family recently threw my 

sister-in-law’s wedding reception at a venue which 

turned out to have insufficient internet access, and I 

can attest that it is indeed an extremely inconvenient 

and unattractive quality for a any rentable events 

facility. It proved pervasively frustrating for our 

guests, and made necessities—like playing music and 

event-planners easily contacting one another—

insupportably difficult. Any facility this unable to 

cater to events that rely upon internet access and 

other modern technologies is certainly missing out on 

income opportunities in the modern age, and—of a 

certainty—this is a problem that will only grow worse 

for such un-modernized facilities as time and the 

digitizing of society march ever forward. 

 By relieving contrast, in just the couple months since the internet was upgraded at the Perkins House, 

it has successfully booked two wedding receptions and has engaged a long-term renter for the upstairs office 

space: an immediate and profound improvement which was both made possible by the internet upgrade, 

and which will quickly pay for the upgrade several times over: 

 While the cost of cable installation was $1,000, and the monthly bill from the internet provider will be 

$40, each 3-hour private event booked at the Perkins House earns it $300—more if the guests want further 

amenities, or if they want volunteers to dress in their vintage costumes (an extremely popular choice, as you 

might imagine)—and the upstairs renter (a remote agent for Alaska Airlines) will earn the House $200 per 

month. 

 Thus, Physically and financially, the summer of 2022 leaves the Perkin’s House lovingly repaired of 

passed damages, and confidently secure in its future longevity.  

Scars left of the PH lawn by excavator. 



 An antique roll-top desk from Washington State University has been donated to the WCHS artifacts 

collection. The gift was made by Dr. Everett L. Martin, professor emeritus at WSU, who used it for over 50 

years. 

 The wooden desk stood in Martin’s office in Clark 

Hall for the majority of his tenure at WSU, where he 

taught Meat Science from 1970 to 2006. When WSU sent 

the desk to its Surplus Sales Department earlier this year, 

Martin purchased it and donated it to WCHS. He and his 

former graduate student, John Unruh (who recently 

retired as dean of Agriculture at California State 

University Chico) delivered it personally  to its new home 

in the Pullman Depot Heritage Center, a property of the 

Whitman County Historical Society. 

Above: PDHC chairman Linda  

Hackbarth with Dr. Martin.  

Right: Dr. Martin with his grand-daughter 

Mackenzie Martin in his office (Rm. 133 Clark 

Hall) in 2019. 

 

 Martin was instrumental in the 

establishment and operation of the Meats Lab 

at WSU in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a 

facility which was the first of its kind in the 

nation. 

 He won a number of major teaching and advising awards during his career. In 2002, he successfully 

led the fight to save the former livestock judging barn at WSU (now Ensminger Pavilion) and played an 

important role in securing the $250,000 donation from Audrey Ensminger in memory of her husband, Dr. 

M.E. Ensminger. Martin was also the last person to teach livestock judging in the building. In the 1990s, he 

served on the WCHS Board of Directors. He collects antique John Deere tractors and implements. 

 The donation of the desk is an excellent example of increasing cooperation and interaction between 

WSU and the Pullman Depot Heritage Center. It can be seen on display in the Freight Room at the Depot, 

which is located east of the intersection of Grand Avenue and Whitman Street, during its regular hours (1:00 

to 4:00 PM) every Saturday. 

  Dr. Martin’s Desk Donated to Archives 
Kathy Meyer 



 With the lifting of the last two years of Pandemic restrictions, the Jones Schoolhouse was once again 

able to offer mini-classes and tours of the school at this year’s Palouse Empire Fair. While the number of 

visitors was down slightly from that 

of the last ten years, Thursday set a 

new record high of 216. In total, 

approximately 850 people visited 

and/or participated in mini-lessons 

offered by Whitman County 

Historical Society volunteers Kathy 

Meyer of Pullman and Krista Boyd of 

Colfax. They were aided by Valoree 

Gregory of Steptoe and Denise 

Mahnkey of Pullman.          

 On Thursday, September 8, 

activities at the schoolhouse were 

primarily devoted to third-graders 

from around the county who come 

to the Fair for a day each year. 

Eleven classes from Colton, Garfield, 

Palouse, Pullman, and Steptoe, as well as a 4-H Club from Albion, were able to experience half-hour “mini-

lessons” in Arithmetic, Geography, History, and Penmanship. The two teachers were dressed in period-style 

clothing that evoked 1895, the year the school opened at its original location near Dusty. As always, the 

teachers used instructional methods from the late 19th century. Typical punishments from the era were also 

occasionally applied—including standing several mischief-makers in the corner, placing dunce caps on two 

students’ heads, and requiring several miscreants to keep their noses to a “grindstone” drawn on the 

blackboard.  

 Visitors to the Schoolhouse on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday were treated to its ever-expanding 

collection of vintage schoolbooks and old-fashioned school equipment (desks, inkwells, bells, slates, and so 

on). As usual, WCHS’s large collection of photos of rural schools in Whitman County was also extremely 

popular with fair-goers.  

 The Jones Schoolhouse is always looking for additional volunteers, both at the Fair and for fieldtrips 

available in the fall and spring. If you have a little teaching and/or acting experience and want to help, please 

contact Kathy Meyer at 509-334-9089 or klemeyer@gmail.com; Krista Boyd at 509-397-4538 or 

kristaaboyd@yahoo.com; or Val Gregory at 509-553-9729 or wchsdirector1@gmail.com.  

  A Successful Fair at the Jones Schoolhouse! 
Kathy Meyer 

The Jones Schoolhouse on the PEF grounds. 
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 The morning of Father's Day, there was an unusual dusk upon the Palouse. At 9am, as hundreds of us 

were driving across the county to attend the Perkins House Railroad Days Fundraiser, a mist of fine, heavy 

rain hung upon the wheatfields, glowing blue and silver with what little sunlight could filter through the 

overcast. Winding through the sog, and through the chill cerulean of the morning—turning up one’s 

windshield wipers as one sped along 

the highway—it was difficult not to 

wonder what this might portend for 

the fabulous—mostly outdoor—

occasion.  

 According to Nancy Rothwell, 

though, it never would have stopped 

them for a second.  

 In the frequent drizzle and rare 

sunlight, from 9am to 3, Railroad Days 

offered its guests a truly joyful 

abundance of fascination, fun, and 

beauty. Attendants strolling the lawn 

were able to purchase delicious pulled 

pork sandwiches from the Top Notch 

Café (which closed down especially for the 

occasion, and stayed all day to serve guests), 

were treated to tours of our invaluable cabin 

and house, invited to pose with the always 

crowd-pleasing self-insert photo stations, 

and enjoyed a remarkable performance from 

local family folk outfit The Joe Diamond Band 

(a father and three sons out of Coeur d’Alene 

who proved to be exceptionally talented live 

performers, delivering emotional, crystal 

clear renditions of old standards as well as 

neo-folk masterpieces). As guests explored 

further, a number of informational tables 

allowed them to learn about and connect to important local civics and arts projects such the Greenway Trail 

(which especially benefits greatly from such attention, as it's success grows more likely the more public 

support it can demonstrate), the Colfax yarn bombing, and many edifying library installations. 

 In the afternoon—and as the overcast graciously broke for a few happy hours—guests were educated  

  Stories from Railroad Days 
Travis Greenwood 

Riders boarding the speeder cars. The Joe Diamond Band performing. 



as much as entertained by a fabulous Victorian 

fashion show, featuring the most beautiful 

dresses, the most fascinating explications of their 

histories, and the most wonderful young models 

to show them off.  We were then graced with a 

speech from our president, Mark Clinton, 

reflecting on the achievement of the day’s event, 

and other recent successes for the Society. For a 

last special treat, we were delighted to find that 

the descendants of the Perkins family were in 

attendance there with us, and that they spoke 

highly of the property’s maintenance and recent 

refurbishment projects.  

 It was, in all of these respects, a gently 

rainy day bejeweled with the odd hour of 

glistening sunlight, and a day as rich in community 

as it was with unique and joyful experience. 

 And then, of course, there was the main 

attraction, and the heart of the fundraiser: the 

unique, hour-long tours through the Palouse in 

small, four-person speeder cars that took guests 

along a stretch of historic railroad from Colfax to 

Mockonema and back, along the way showing 

them many novel (and sweetly dewy) vistas of our 

beloved landscape.  

 I managed to interview most people as they came 

off the speeder cars. All were smiling and talking happily, 

some clearly new friends, many old. The praise of the 

riders generally focused, of course, on the unique fun of 

the ride, and also on the wonder of being shown the 

Palouse from totally new angles: discovering among its 

hills and valleys previously unknown views of vast, fallow 

fields, and untamed, uncultivated woods. Much 

celebrated was the beauty of the wild poppies, which 

apparently grew in great swaths of bright, vivid color, all 

swaying gently together in the wind and constant drizzle. 

 As well, riders greatly enjoyed the conversation of 

their speeder car operators, all of whom were spoken of 

as men of great experience and fascination (one of them  

Fashion show models. Speeder cars readied. Speed car turning around to ride back to Mockonema.  



a retired NASA employee), and men with whom it was wonderful to spend an hour of beauty and adventure. 

 We also know them to be men of great heart and community-mindedness. As you are hopefully 

aware, every element of these speeder car tours, and everything that made them possible—from the 

transportation and availability of the cars 

themselves, to the operators' time and skill 

in driving them through and back across the 

Palouse that day—we're entirely a donation 

by these men. Pacific Rail Car Operators, our 

local railroad speeder car club, are group of 

mostly retired hobbyists who own and 

operate their own cars, a resource which 

they share with others for free, bringing joy 

into the lives of people across the region, and 

making fundraisers like Railroad Days both 

possible and actually profitable.  

 Indeed, not only was this generous 

donation of time and skill the main reason 

that the Perkins House was able to draw a 

healthy income from Railroad Days, but it would 

also not be an overstatement to say that 

arrangement has reinvigorated the financial 

prospects of the House overall. 

 This is because, as you are probably 

aware, the Railroad Days fundraiser was put on 

this Father’s Day instead of and as a hopeful 

replacement for the annual ice cream social 

fundraiser—a cherished and decades-old 

tradition that has long served a huge income-

generating event for the House, but which in 

recent years had begun failing to make back enough money to cover the costs and labor put in. Indeed, 

between the rising cost of the ice cream and the invested labor of volunteers, the event was actually 

beginning to lose money. When the pandemic forced coordinators to cancel the event entirely in 2020 and 

2021, then, the break served as an opportunity to finally reevaluate it as a fundraiser: to reflect deeply on 

whether it could even be sustainable as money-making endeavor any longer, and, if not, to consider what 

other options might exist. 

 Apparently, among possible replacements, Pacific Rail Car Operators were the immediately popular 

choice.  

 Nancy Rothwell, then coordinator for the Perkins House, says that she and her husband, Jim 

Fitzgerald, had actually ridden with the club about five years ago in Potlatch, as a part of the fundraiser for  

Operators enjoying lunch. Guests buying sandwiches. 



the Railroad Museum there. Evidently, the experience made quite the impression on the two of them, and 

about three years ago they invited the leaders of the club out to breakfast to discuss the possibility of holding 

such an event at the Perkins House. The pandemic, of course, shut down any plan for such an event, though, 

and it was only this summer that the idea be tried again—serendipitously, just as the House’s yearly 

fundraiser was scheduled to be revived. 

 And revived it was: an immediate and 

astonishing success, Railroad Days sold all of its 

100 available speeder cars tickets (costing $30 

each) in under a single week. Indeed, Nancy 

believes they could easily have sold “MANY” 

more tickets, were they able to provide more 

seating. This in addition to the $1,000 dollars 

raised in donations at the event itself means 

that the fundraiser profited the house around 

$4,000 dollars, all of which will go to paying off 

the outstanding $35,000 still owed for the 

Perkins House foundation repair. 

As a reward, the volunteer operators 

were offered a free lunch of pulled pork 

sandwiches from Top Notch during their 

afternoon break, though according to Nancy 

nearly all of them opted to pay for their lunch 

instead, wanting to further contribute to the 

fundraiser. As they ate, they enjoyed brief 

hours of gentle sunlight that broke through the 

haze, the vintage fashion show, the president’s 

speech, and more incredible music from the Joe 

Diamond Band. That evening, the operators 

were also invited to a spaghetti dinner (this 

time absolutely free, at the event organizers’ 

insistence) along with the 

Perkins family, whose heritage 

these volunteers had helped to 

preserve and support that day. 

The relief of a financial 

success, and the joy of a day full 

of entertainment, then, were only equal 

to the strength of community built by 

generous volunteerism, loving patronage, 

and the gathering of the people of this  

Volunteers at information table. Families and volunteers eating in rare sunlight. 
Models posing in fashion show as a volunteer explains the details of their dresses. 



region together at our places of heritage and history. When we look back on the success of Railroad Days, I 

think we'll remember that success mostly in terms of these stories that we collected. The rain, the 

volunteers, the families smiling as they explored the house, the new friends and old chatting in the drizzle. A 

success built on kindness, and giving, and connection. 

 While interviewing folks as they came off the 

speeders, I happened to meet a duo—a woman in her 

50s and a man in his 70s—who had met there that day 

and discovered by pure coincidence that they had been 

neighbors and acquaintances in Mockonema when she 

was a child of seven and he a young man of 16. Having 

overheard her name, he said he remembered her and 

her father, who was then the postmaster in Mockonema, 

and a member of the volunteer fire department. The two 

spent the rest of Father’s Day afternoon together at the 

Perkins House, riding the rails, and sharing memories of 

growing up in their idyllic little town. 

Would this connection have happened without community events 

like Railroad Days. How much less would such stories take place at all? 

 A personal favorite story of mine was that of the heroine Jil Mohr of 

the Colfax Arts Counsel, who at a moment's notice traded shoes with a 

stranger so that she could ride together with her family in the speeder 

cars. This need arose because, as a rule of law, no one is allowed to ride in 

the speeder cars while wearing open-toed shoes—a standard which could 

be allowed absolutely no leeway or exceptions as the consequences for 

violating it potentially involved our volunteer speeder car operators losing 

their licenses. While the Society posted this information to its website and 

did its absolute best to inform all guests that day, a number of guests did 

unfortunately arrive wearing improper footwear, and had to 

be informed that they could not be allowed to ride unless they changed. 

Most of them could do so, thankfully, but one woman who arrived with her 

father had absolutely no options available, and was resigned to just sit out 

the ride.  

Enter the valiant Jil Mohr: a woman who, if you know her, you know 

to be a person of great posture and dignity, and who was dressed that day 

in a somewhat imposingly frank long coat with high collar and of a stylish, 

stark simplicity. Without hesitation, Jil offered to swap her black leather 

dress shoes for this stranger’s strap-on sandals so that she could ride with 

her father—thus resigning herself to an hour of walking in the cold, wet 

grass, wearing a stranger’s sandals, much to the admiration and loud  

Volunteers and guests on the sunny lawn. 

Jil Mohr putting on and wearing the sandals. 



acclaim of everyone in attendance. 

 I asked Nancy Rothwell for her favorite story from organizing the event. She said she was particularly 

proud that, through some maneuvering 

between her and the speeder car guys, they 

had managed to help out a woman who had 

missed the deadline to buy tickets but was 

desperate to get a pair for herself and her 

14-year old son, a young boy who has 

autism and, reportedly, a pretty profound 

train obsession. Nancy created a waiting list 

just for these two, and said she’d do her 

best to get them in. Happily, Nancy and 

railway club president managed to 

repurpose an auxiliary speeder car so rides 

could be offered to folks on the waiting list, 

which had only grown by then, and the 

mother and son were indeed the first invited 

to ride in the extra speeder car. Nancy says she actually got the meet the mother and son in person at 

Railroad Days, and she described the tears in this woman’s eyes as she expressed how much the effort meant 

to her and her child. 

Among the spectacles and rain, the sometimes sun and the crowds of smiling faces, then, it was 

evident before the money was counted that Railroad Days was a success both for the Perkins House and for 

our community.  

The days of the ice cream social appear to be over, for now. Nancy has invited Pacific Rail Car 

Operators back for next Father’s Day, and though we must wait anxiously until March to learn whether they 

can make that appointment, it is the eager hope of everyone involved that they can. 

It is, of course, painful for a historical society to move on from a tradition. However the organizers are 

immensely satisfied with this new venture, and they, like all who were present that day, are looking excited 

forward to next year. 

Nancy in costume, buying a Top Notch sandwich. 


